
PERFECT FOR THOSE LEARNING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

“The #1 reference source for the Millennium.” – Library Journal

World-leading ESL learning support: 

Spanish- English Dictionary and French- English Dictionary

The Collegiate ®Dictionary

Collegiate Thesaurus and Collegiate Encyclopedia

Medical Dictionary

Citations database – an unsurpassed collection of over a 
million real-world usage examples that our editors use to track 
words and their meanings 

The leading dictionary for modern international English, Merriam-Webster’s Unabridged provides 
one of the world’s most comprehensive dictionaries in an engaging and advertising-free platform.

With robust search functionality and editorial content, users can research language and study 
words in a variety of exciting ways.

www.dictionary.eb.com

B R I T A N N I C A  D I G I T A L  L E A R N I N G

Unabridged



MEDICAL DICTIONARY

SPANISH-to-ENGLISH DICTIONARY

TREND WORD

www.dictionary.eb.com

Merriam-Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary 
has grown in size and scope over the 
last 150 years to become an excellent 
platform that features:

•An advanced search tool – for function,                                                                                                                                        
  etymology, usage and many other criteria

•700,000 definitions

•A Word in History (within each word entry)                                                                                                                                           
  tool

•107,000 example phrases

•Cite and share entries tools

•100,000 quotations

•An audio pronunciations (within each word                                                                                                                                             
  entry) tool

•476,000 defined words

•Localised top searches

•143,000 etymologies

“Merriam-Webster Unabridged is effortless to use 
and offers so much more than just meanings of 

words. It’s great to see the etymology of the word 
and its usage in context, not to mention the ease 

of searching itself. My patrons in the library love it!” 

–Librarian, North Carolina Museum of Art
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